Library News
Parents - The selections in this Library News have been chosen to help you
in evangelising and discipling your immediate mission field - your children.
God’s Names is a mini-primer on the character of God as
revealed by His names. It is meant to be an interactive
dialogue between adult and child as you discover God’s
character together. It is also intended to serve as a
springboard for trusting God in everyday experiences as
truth is applied in real life.
Big Truths for Young Hearts was previously featured in the
April Library News. It is a rich collection of truths that come
straight from Scripture and answer questions about who God
is, his work in the world and the hope we can have through a
relationship with Christ. Each of the 60 readings are short and
will help every parent disciple their children to know their God.

DVD Here I Stand What is the history of Protestantism?
Here is a good place to start.
You may have heard about Martin Luther, but do you know
much about him? During the two hours of this DVD we come
to understand Luther, what motivated him, the turning points
in his life, the issues he confronted and the opposition that
sought to defeat him. The freedom we have enjoyed for so
long in the west stems from his opening up the truths of the
Bible which then broke the shackles that had held the minds
of mankind captive for so long.
DVD Biblical World-View Seminar There are 3 DVDs in
this set to be borrowed one at a time.
What is a world-view? Everyone has one, and how does it
affect how you understand the world?
Where did the different races originate? Among the
most popular questions is where did the different races
come from and how did the different skin colours arise?
How do you detect others’ worldview? You’ll learn how
to quickly spot what others’ is also.
DVD The Case for KIDS with teaching by Tedd Tripp and
Paul David Tripp. There are 4 DVDs in this set.
The first DVD comes under the heading “Foundation”.
1. What is a family?
2. You can be a part of what God is doing in your child.
3. Getting to the heart of behaviour.
4. From behaviour to the heart.

‘Bearing Fruit and Taking Root The stories in both books
are based on true happenings, gleaned from a variety of
sources, and rewritten for contemporary readers.
The author, Diana Kleyn, is a mother of three children and
has a heart for helping children understand and embrace
the truths of God’s Word.
The stories are quite short and could easily be read and
talked about together around the meal table.
Genesis and Numbers
Each book is a commentary for Children. “Bible
commentaries for Children? Yes, Bible commentaries for
parents to read to their children. This series of books
provides what children need - solid truths to grow in to.
Too much material for children is so light and fluffy that
children are not encouraged to think great and glorious
thoughts about God. These books are different .....
I guarantee that your children will not want you to stop
reading them and you won’t want to stop either.”
8.14

The other 3 cover from age 0 through to 18 and conclude
with “Helping kids see God’s glory”.
Regular attenders at Grace Bible Church are eligible to borrow from the
mobile library (situated in the back paved area) after each Sunday morning
service. Books and videos/DVDs can also be borrowed from the shelves in
the hall and in the downstairs Sunday School room.
Each person is allowed 3 books for a month. Videos/DVDs (two per family)
need to be returned the following Sunday. If you require an extension
please speak to the person “manning” the mobile shelves.
Since the Lord saved me, I have despaired of no man living.
Henry T Mahan

